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Helpful Links 
● Website: https://johnfetterman.com/  
● Facebook: https://facebook.com/JohnFettermanPA/  
● Twitter: https://twitter.com/johnfetterman/  
● Instagram: https://instagram.com/johnfetterman/  
● Volunteer: https://mobilize.us/johnfettermanforsenate/  

 
Who is John Fetterman?  
A Pennsylvania native, John moved to Braddock to start a GED program. He ran for mayor after two of 
his students were killed by gun violence, and won his first election by one vote. For 13 years, John 
worked to build the once-booming steel town back from collapse. After being elected Lieutenant 
Governor in 2018, John has transformed the position into a bully pulpit for issues like a $15 minimum 
wage, criminal justice reform, and LGBTQ+ rights. He even turned down living in the Lt. Governor’s 
mansion to save Pennsylvania taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars each year. After winning all 67 
counties in the primary, John became the Democratic nominee for Senate and is excited to represent 
the hardworking people of this great commonwealth.  

 
John’s Top Issues 

● John is going to Washington to get things done for the working people of Pennsylvania. These 
issues aren’t left or right – they’re just common sense. That means fighting for the same issues 
John has been leading on for years. John would proudly eliminate the filibuster and cast the 51st 
vote on: 
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○ Promoting US manufacturing and "making more stuff in America" to tackle inflation 
○ Passing the PRO Act to protect and expand the union way of life 
○ Implementing a $15 per hour minimum wage 
○ Passing better trade deals, keeping jobs here at home, and penalizing companies that 

ship jobs overseas 
○ Providing universal broadband access, especially in rural communities 
○ Legalizing recreational marijuana 
○ Passing universal voting rights protections 
○ Codifying the right to an abortion into law 
○ Ramping up US energy production 
○ Passing common-sense gun reform legislation 

 

John’s Track Record 
John has shown over the last 16 years that he gets things done. As Mayor of Braddock, John brought in 
new business and jobs, restored access to health care after their hospital closed, and confronted the 
epidemic of gun violence, leading to  Braddock going 5 1/2 years without a single homicide for the first 
time in recent memory. As Lieutenant Governor, John saved Pennsylvania taxpayers close to half a 
million dollars a year by refusing to live in the lieutenant governor’s mansion and opening it up for 
public use, while also using the office as a bully pulpit to fight for LGBTQIA+ Pennsylvanians, unions, 
raising the state minimum wage, and finally making marijuana legal. 
 

Not a Normal Politician 
In every corner of Pennsylvania – the rural, urban, suburban, and in-between – Democrats showed that 
they’re ready to get John elected in November. In what’s expected to be a tough midterm cycle in which 
traditional Democrats are going to struggle, John doesn’t have to convince people he’s not like other 
Democrats or other politicians – they can see it for themselves. John is an authentic, straight-talking, no-
BS populist whose style defies conventional labels.  John can’t be put in a box, because he’s not like any 
candidate voters have heard from before. To win in 2022, Democrats will have to do things differently. It 
won’t just come down to Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. Margins in rural areas will matter. Democrats will 
have to focus on turning out voters across the state — both in rural towns and in cities.  
 

Rising Costs & Inflation 
Inflation is a tax on working families. John believes we can tackle rising costs and inflation by making 
more stuff in America, so that the supply chain starts and ends here at home instead of relying on 
countries overseas. He will also insist that multibillion dollar corporations pay their fair share and end 
price-gouging. 
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Student Loan Debt 
John would support canceling some student loan debt to provide relief, as Democrats in the Senate have 
proposed. He also supports making two-year community colleges tuition-free for all students, and 
making public college for students from low-income families tuition-subsidized as well. If we have 
trillions to spend on bailing out big banks and tax cuts for the wealthiest, we have money to take action 
and cancel some student loan debt.  
 

The Environment/Climate Change 
John believes that climate change is an existential threat. We need to transition to clean energy while 
creating millions of good union jobs and respecting communities that depend on the fossil fuel industry. 
You can check out his video about Climate Justice here: https://johnfetterman.com/issues 
 

Criminal Justice 
John believes we need to fight crime while also making common sense reforms to our criminal justice 
system. As Lieutenant Governor, he led the fight to free the wrongfully convicted and give second 
chances to deserving longtime inmates. As Mayor of Braddock, he successfully took on crime, which led 
to Braddock going over 5 years without a homicide for the first time in decades under his leadership.  
 

Abortion/Reproductive Rights 
John is a staunch supporter of abortion rights. He knows that deciding how and when to become a 
parent is a fundamental, basic right, and a decision that should be made by a woman and her doctor — 
not politicians.  In the Senate, John would protect a woman’s right to an abortion and vote to pass the 
Women's Health Protection Act and codify Roe v. Wade into law.  

LGBTQ+ Rights 
In 2013, John continued to officiate same-sex weddings despite risking serious legal consequences, but 
continued because he believed it was the right thing to do. The LGBTQ+ community deserves equal 
protection under the law and John will never stop working to make that happen.  
 

Marijuana/Cannabis/Weed Legalization 
John believes that weed should be legal, both in Pennsylvania and nationwide — for jobs, justice, 
veterans, farmers, and revenue. It’s time to stop criminalizing a plant. Legalizing Marijuana would create 
tens of thousands of new jobs and end the 20,000 weed charges that are brought against 
Pennsylvanians every year. It would mean a cash crop for our farmers and freedom for Pennsylvanians.  
 

Crime 
John has actually taken on crime. As Mayor of Braddock, John worked with the police force to stop 
crime. Under John’s leadership, Braddock went 5 and a half years without a homicide. John not only has 
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worked hand-in-hand with the police, but he knows what challenges our police forces face and how to 
support them.  
 

Gun Safety  
John is a gun owner who doesn't understand why we in this country don't advocate for sensible gun 
safety. All of us should agree that we want to make sure that weapons stay out of the hands of the 
people that could use them to hurt others. John is an advocate for common sense gun reform, like 
universal background checks, red flag laws, and a ban on military-grade assault weapons and high 
capacity magazines. 
 

Health Care 
John believes that health care is a fundamental human right, no different than food or shelter. In the 
Senate, John will support any legislation that achieves the goal of universal coverage and ensures access 
to health care for every American.  
 
 

Gas Prices 
Families across Pennsylvania are paying $5 a gallon for gas, while ExxonMobil, Chevron, and other oil 
companies are making record profits. This is morally wrong. John will go to Washington and crack down 
on this and take on the oil and gas companies that are charging absurdly high prices while they make 
record profits.  
John also believes that we need to suspend the federal gas tax. We also need to continue releasing 
barrels of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve to bring prices down. And we should continue to use 
American oil and produce and invest in more American energy so we don’t have to rely on foreign 
countries for our energy.  
 

Jobs/Unions/Trade 
John believes that the union way of life is sacred, it is what built this nation, and it must be expanded 
and protected. He strongly supports eliminating the filibuster to pass the PRO Act and put more power 
into the hands of workers.As a Senator, we know that John will use his pulpit and powers to always 
show up, help in material ways, and have the back of organized labor. John knows that we need to make 
more stuff in America and keep jobs here at home. John has always opposed bad trade deals and vowed 
to reverse them, bringing more jobs home to the U.S. — because for too long our trade deals have sold 
out the people on the factory floors, and benefited the people in the boardrooms. 
 

2013 Incident 
As Mayor and Chief Law Enforcement Officer of Braddock John took personal responsibility for the 
safety of every person in the town, showing up at every crime scene and getting to know most of 
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Braddock's residents personally. That's why, just a few weeks after the Sandy Hook shooting, when John 
saw a masked man running towards the elementary school from an area where he and multiple people 
heard what sounded like gunshots, he made a split-second decision to intercept the man and stop him 
until the police arrived. John never pointed a gun at him. Just a few months later, John was 
overwhelmingly re-elected by the people of Braddock, a town that is over 70% Black, because they know 
that this had nothing to do with race.  
 

John’s Health 
John is eager to get back out on the trail but is focusing on his health for the time being. He is going on 
long walks daily and starting a new diet. Gisele has him running errands and picking up his kids from 
school. He’s slowly doing more and more every day and getting back to full speed. While we still don’t 
have an exact date on when he will return to the trail, we are getting closer every day and John’s 
doctors have made clear that they expect John to be able to campaign and serve without a problem. 
Luckily, we are still 5 months away from the general election, so John will have plenty of time to 
campaign and talk to voters.   
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